Random Forest and Interpolation Techniques for Fingerprint-based Indoor Positioning System in Un-ideal Environment
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Abstract: The development of location-based service (LBS) in outdoor environments relies on Global Positioning System (GPS) technology to determine the location. However, for indoor LBS, GPS is not reliable because it has low accuracy for indoor environments. Therefore, it is necessary to have an indoor positioning system (IPS) for indoor LBS. Wi-Fi-based IPS research is growing along with the many uses and availability of Wi-Fi. For static indoor environments, fingerprinting techniques have better accuracy than distance-based approaches such as trilateration and min-max. The fingerprint technique can also be applied by utilizing simple and straightforward parameters, i.e., received signal strength indicator (RSSI). Some of the fingerprint technique's challenges are the length of time, effort, and high cost of collecting the database. In this study, we apply the interpolation techniques to reduce time and effort in collecting fingerprint data. The interpolation used is the Neville interpolation and Bilinear interpolation. Comparing the positioning results between the classical pattern matching algorithm, minimum Euclidean distance (MED), and modern machine learning-based, the Random Forest algorithm, is discussed in detail. We conducted a measurement campaign in an unideal indoor environment to see how far our proposed method can still handle the fluctuated values of RSSI. From several measurements and scenarios presented in this study, the MED algorithm is still better in accuracy and precision than the random forest algorithm. However, in almost all scenarios, the Random Forest can better perform MED in terms of decreasing the maximum estimated error. The accuracy and precision between MED and random forest are up to 0.5 meters, and the precision difference is up to 20%. Performance improvements due to using database interpolation range from 3% to 30%. The database from the interpolation results is also acceptable in the performance of the positioning system. However, using the database from the actual position is better and outperformed the database from interpolation results. The low similarity of actual database and database synthesis from interpolation is due to the non-linear and fluctuated RSSI values in our measurements due to the unstable and time-varying effects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

At present, communication devices and digital services have become an essential part of human life. The increasing number of mobile and smart devices globally makes it easier for digital service providers to reach users or consumers. These reasons become the primary factors driving the demand and development of location-based services (LBS) [1][2]. The most widely used location determination system is the Global Positioning System (GPS), especially for outdoor environments [3].

As the world is still affected by Coronavirus Disease-2019 (COVID)-19 pandemic, it has been a significant issue in several aspects. Including how people will mostly stay indoors for many activities, most of them also need the LBS for the indoor environment. However, GPS cannot give reliable location determination results for indoor positioning since the GPS signal cannot penetrate walls and other obstacles[4]. Many indoor LBS applications should be developed for location determination systems indoor as the alternative to GPS. Applications of indoor LBS can be but not limited to indoor advertising, information location of products, or persons in supermarkets, airports, and train stations. In the health and rescue sectors, i.e., patient tracking systems in hospitals, tracking firefighters while performing rescue operations indoors, and automatically controlling robot movement in warehouses. With the many potentials for developing LBS in indoor environments, the Indoor Positioning System (IPS) appears essentially for determining the position of indoor objects [5], [6].

This paper proposed the IPS in an unideal environment with low-cost devices based on received signal strength indicator (RSSI) from Wi-Fi devices. One of the
technologies often used in indoor positioning systems is Wi-Fi because the market potential is getting more prominent, and the broader use of Wi-Fi [7]. Today, almost every mobile device can access Wi-Fi without the need for additional software or hardware [8]. Both of these things make the Wi-Fi infrastructure installed in a room can be used as IPS.

We also observed that people's trend or behaviour because of the COVID-19 pandemic is that people are afraid to stay indoors for some time with other people in condensed public facilities such as restaurants. In some places, especially nearby the authors live, we also found new open business that has the concept, outdoors and semi-outdoor restaurants or dining places. They tend to have the partial portion of indoor and outdoor in a mix of a vibrant environment. In the unideal environment where the room's geometry is not symmetrical, the outdoor portion also appears in some corner of the room, giving the new perspective in the new normal after pandemic COVID-19 will be [9].

Indoor positioning can be difficult since the general model and techniques and technologies are not yet standardized. It triggers the varying of method/techniques and performance metrics which are ranging. Our proposal employed several methods or pattern matching algorithms in the fingerprint techniques because, as mentioned in several previous publications, the fingerprint technique is suitable only applied in the static environment. We want to know how the dynamic environment can be simulated by utilizing an unideal environment yielding unideal indoor positioning properties and tackling it with those several methods?

This paper presents how we tackle the long and exhaustive effort to collect the fingerprint database by applying interpolation methods for data synthesis. In the pattern matching algorithm, we proposed the known Random Forest algorithm to estimate the target's location by comparing the target data parameter to those in the database. Random forest is an algorithm in machine learning that combines bagging and decision tree techniques [10]. We applied the Wi-Fi-based RSSI parameter because of its simple and straightforward implementation for IPS. The significant benefit of using Wi-Fi-based is installing the system to the building or a dedicated indoor environment with the Wi-Fi instalment and globally available.

The other Wi-Fi-based properties are the link quality indicator (LQI), channel-based, i.e., channel state information (CSI), angular-based, and many more. However, these parameters need additional hardware and a specific calibration method that is complex and sophisticated [11],[12]. In the signal point of view, one of the RSSI limitations is how its values are somehow fluctuations and sensitive to the time-varying effect. However, seeing from some publications, an acceptable accuracy threshold that RSSI can still offer mainly depends on the requirements and scenarios. The RSSI-based method seems old-fashioned compares to the latest long-term evolution (LTE) and the next generation of mobile communication, the fifth-generation, 5G, which predicted in these eras of communications, the use of RSSI would be faded and replaced by CSI-based. The widespread of wideband in 5G also gives the new point-of-view on the wideband-based indoor positioning channel. Some preliminary works on the radio channel localization utilizing the 5G's frequency channel sounder also can be found in [13]. Unfortunately, these LTE and 5G approaches are still costly and complicated in measurements and signal processing [14],[15].

To handle the RSSI values' time-varying effect, we applied the commonly used technique in IPS, namely the fingerprint technique. The fingerprint technique is divided into two phases; the offline phase and the online phase [5],[16], [17]. The offline phase is the phase of measuring the signal properties at each reference point in the room. This data is then processed into a database. A pattern-matching algorithm is used in the online phase to compare target or users’ data with those in the database to estimate the user's position [17]. Examples of classical pattern matching algorithms are minimum Euclidean distance (MED) and maximum likelihood. The fingerprinting technique's advantages besides reducing RSSI time-varying effects, fingerprint technique can be built by low-cost equipment with yield also high precision [18]. The fingerprint technique’s weakness is that it takes a lot of time and effort when collecting data and only best in the static environment [19].

Our approach employed the interpolation technique to answer the challenge or disadvantages of database collection in the fingerprint-based IPS. We considered several scenarios; the sole reason is to ensure that the database values' interpolation approach can work well. The scenarios include

- conducting two measurement campaigns,
- picking the train and validation data from the measurement combination, and
- considering some variables since the interpolation database is also compared to the complete database we collected in every point of our designed measurement campaign quality of the data synthesis results.

The variation of these scenarios may be too excessive at some points. However, we can observe the localization trends results by comparing these variations in our proposal scenarios from the training database variations and the validation data. This comparison of methods can be one point of view, especially in using the positioning technique more efficiently.

Our proposal gives more perspectives on the database point of view and how we can use many data, in which
some of them have a degree of randomness and fluctuation. In which, we applied the Random Forest algorithm based on the decision tree to face these issues. We also observed that the unideal environment to validate our proposal and utilize several fingerprint technique methods could contribute, especially in seeing that the Wi-Fi-based RSSI values are the most straightforward parameter for positioning.

In this paper, we employed the ESP-32 devices based on Wi-Fi. We arrange the devices as the station (STA) and access points (APs). We followed the Star's Topology of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) based on indoor localization or positioning. In our approach, we use 4 (four) APs as the reference nodes and 1 (one) STA as the target or user. The data collection starts by validating devices' conditions by measuring the relatively line-of-sight (LOS) condition. Then, we conduct the real measurement in an unideal indoor environment by observing the RSSI values recorded, which follow the general path loss model.

We compared the synthesized database with the actual database that we collected at each point of the measurement grid. We discussed our IPS system's accuracy by comparing the performance metric, i.e., accuracy, precision, and maximum error, of our proposed method using the random forest and the classical MED. We consider this our research's novelty from the method explanation by applying both interpolation and machine learning-based Random Forest. As there is limited resource discussed, the Neville and Bilinear interpolation for IPS application and the use of the unideal environment as the area of interest for the measurement campaign.

We organize this article as follows: The first section discusses an introduction to our research. We discuss the material and research methods in the second part. The measurement campaign and detail of the analysis method are detailed in the third section. The fourth section presents the results and discussion. Finally, we conclude our findings in the fifth section.

2. Materials and Research Methods

Our proposal's main objective is to tackle the disadvantage issues in the fingerprint technique on the exhaustive database collection. We applied the interpolation methods in order to synthesize the data between fingerprints point for the database. We also conducted the field measurement in the unideal environment to see how far our proposal can be acceptable if the indoor environment and positioning parameters are not favorable. Our previous works on the ideal indoor environments and achieve a favorable condition can be accessed in [20]-[23].

In this perspective, our method can be seen as a combination of several known methods. However, we measured that this approach is visible and prospective. Our proposed method's challenge is to make sure the randomness of the Random Forest algorithm's data enables the algorithm to work more precisely and accurately.

A. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)-based Indoor Localization/IPS

The taxonomy of WSNs-based indoor localization is depicted in Fig. 1. WSN-based indoor localization/IPS has been a popular topic in this two decades. Many proposals have been published, and several new methods have been applied in real-life applications. The author's previous works published related to WSNs-based indoor localization by using fingerprint technique can be found in [21],[22],[23]. The advantage of applying WSNs is to be more flexible in the node-self localization if we are discussing the real-life implementation. WSNs star topology is most used for IPS applications. The topology consists of the reference nodes and one sink node. The sink node can be the target node in the perspectives of IPS. This topology allows the sink to resend the package information broadcast request from reference nodes. Fig. 2 shows the illustration of this topology which we used in our devices.

B. Fingerprint Technique

In WSNs-based IPS, the fingerprint technique is widely popular due to its advantages when the parameter for positioning is not stable, i.e., RSSI. Several methods in fingerprint technique comparisons can be found in [24].
As shown in Fig. 3, the fingerprint technique comprises two fundamental phases: offline and online phase. In the offline phase, the fingerprint database is collected. It can be grids in the area of interest with a specific density. The estimated position can be determined by comparing the database's parameter to the target's present parameter. This process is done in the online phase by a pattern matching algorithm.

C. Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)

In a simple indoor localization/IPS, we often find the straightforward use of RSSI. RSSI is an important parameter as it represents the relationship between the received and the transmit power [25].

\[
RSSI = \frac{P_r}{P_t}
\]  

(1)

RSSI expressed in dB is

\[
RSSI \ (dBm) = P_r \ (dBm) - P_t \ (dBm)
\]  

(2)

In our proposed method, we stored the RSSI data from the WSNs topology mentioned earlier to build the unideal environment's fingerprint database. The target/user data is also collected in the same fashion and estimated based on similarity with those in the database by applying a pattern matching algorithm.

D. Pattern Matching Algorithm: Minimum Euclidean Distance

In the fingerprint technique, to locate the target, we need a pattern matching algorithm. Several classical pattern matchings have been proposed, including the famous minimum Euclidean distance (MED) [26]. This pattern-matching algorithm calculates the Euclidean distance between the fingerprint data in the database and the fingerprint data that the user/target receives. The data in the database that has the smallest Euclidean distance with the fingerprint data is the data that most closely matches the user's data so that the coordinates that are paired with the fingerprint data are the predictive results of the user's position.

\[
E_d = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (RSSI_{rt} - RSSI_{ui})^2}
\]  

(3)

Eq. (3) calculates the Euclidean distance where, \(RSSI_{rt}\) is the fingerprint data in the database from the \(i\)-th transmitter, \(RSSI_{ui}\) is the fingerprint data of the user from the \(i\)-th transmitter, and \(n\) is the number of transmitters.

E. Pattern Matching Algorithm: Random Forest

1. Decision Tree

The decision tree is an algorithm in machine learning which has the shape like a tree structure. This tree structure is comprised of a root node, where here, containing all training data. This data can be divided into two or more nodes that act like branches in a tree that call the child nodes. The number of child nodes is following certain conditions [10],[27]. Splitting is done to meet the stopping criterion. Nodes that cannot be divided again (terminal nodes) will be labeled with a specific value based on the data contained in that node. In the classification and regression trees (CART) algorithm, each node is divided into two child nodes (binary split). A condition \(q\) is chosen if this condition gives the most significant reduction in impurity, \(\Delta im(q,t)\).

\[
\Delta im(q,t) = im(t) - \frac{N_{t_k} im(t_k)}{N_t} - \frac{N_{t_R} im(t_R)}{N_t}
\]  

(4)

Where \(N_t\) is the amount of data at node \(t\), \(N_{t_k}\) the amount of data on child nodes \(t_k\) and \(N_{t_R}\) is the amount of data on child node \(t_R\) and \(im(t)\) is the impurity at node \(t\) based on the criteria of Shannon entropy (5) or gini index (6).

\[
im_H(t) = -\sum_{k=1}^{n} pr(c_k|t) \log_2 (pr(c_k|t))
\]  

(5)

\[
im_G(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} pr(c_k|t) \ (1 - pr(c_k|t))
\]  

(6)

Where \(pr(c_k|t)\) is the probability that the value of \(c_k\) appears at node \(t\). Fig. 4 shows the illustration of a decision tree with two features.
Random Forest

Random forest is a learning algorithm that combines several decision trees for classification, regression, or other tasks. The construction of a multitude of decision tree at training phase yield output the class as the mode of the classes or mean/average prediction of the individual trees [10]. Random forest uses bootstrap aggregating (bagging) techniques and randomly selects variables at each node when making each decision tree as seen in Fig. 5 [26] [27]. The bootstrap technique generates several training data by randomly removing some data from the original training data and replacing them with the remaining random data [28].

Each decision tree built will be combined (aggregating) by taking the most votes for the classifier or the average of each decision tree’s predictions for the regressors [10], [26]. The random forest we used in this study was the random forest regressor in Scikit-learn [29].

F. Interpolation

1. Neville Interpolation

Suppose there are 4 points \((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_1), (x_2, y_2), (x_2, y_3)\) and \((x_3, y_3)\), a point \((x, y)\) can be interpolated by following the steps to solve Neville’s interpolation using Table 2 (in Appendix) begins from the smallest \(b\). Where \(b\) is the degree of the polynomial equation [30]. The general equation for the Neville method and its settlement are shown in the Appendix.

2. Bilinear Interpolation

Suppose there are 4 points, namely points \((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_1), (x_2, y_2), (x_2, y_3)\) which have values of \(f(x_1, y_1), f(x_2, y_1), f(x_1, y_2), f(x_2, y_2)\) which is depicted in Fig. 6. The first step is linear interpolation on the \(x\)-axis when \(y = y_1\) and \(y = y_2\) so that the values of \(f(x, y_1)\) and \(f(x, y_2)\) can be found using Eq. (7) and Eq. (8):

\[
 f(x, y_1) = \frac{x - x_1}{x_2 - x_1} f(x_2, y_1) + \frac{x_2 - x}{x_2 - x_1} f(x_1, y_1) \quad (7)
\]

\[
 f(x, y_2) = \frac{x - x_1}{x_2 - x_1} f(x_2, y_2) + \frac{x_2 - x}{x_2 - x_1} f(x_1, y_2) \quad (8)
\]

The next step is to perform linear interpolation on the \(y\)-axis using Equation (9).

\[
 f(x, y) = \frac{y - y_1}{y_2 - y_1} f(x, y_2) + \frac{y_2 - y}{y_2 - y_1} f(x, y_1) \quad (9)
\]
Fig. 8 and 9, we employ five units ESP-32, which acts as the target collecting the RSSI information from four access points (APs). The RSSI values fluctuation effects are also first observed by merely placing the transmitter and receiver both using ESP-32 and measured the RSSI values varying by distances. The detailed measurement campaign equipment is listed in Table I.

![Real measurement campaign environment](image1)

![Measurement setup and first measurement campaign scheme](image2)

![Second measurement campaign scheme](image3)

**3.2. The RSSI Values Observation**

The RSSI values that we observed before the database collection can be seen in Fig. 10 with the illustration setup. The antenna symbol represents the station (STA) as the transmitter, and red dots in the varying distance will be a receiver (APs), and it moves in 1m distance in each RSSI data collection. Fig. 11 shows the real setup for RSSI vs. distance effects.

![The RSSI values vs distance measurement illustration](image4)

![The measurement setup for RSSI values vs distance](image5)

Fig. 12 depicts the empirical path loss results vs. the general path loss (PL) model (the theoretical path loss). We used the measured RSSI values for the PL comparison as in [25]. From Fig. 12, the RSSI values from measurement
somehow follow the PL model in general. However, we can see some fluctuations in the RSSI values vs. distance in all APs. We also measured various orientations for the effects of orientation of both STA and APs for the RSSI values.

3.3. Measurement Campaign Schemes

3.3.1. First Scheme

In the first measurement campaign scheme, at each reference point (red and black dots) shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the fingerprint data measurement is carried out four times with different transmitting device orientations. In each orientation, the measurements were taken for 2 minutes. Every 3 seconds, there is one RSSI value recorded from each access point; however, the fingerprint data used in the database is the average value of 15 seconds of measurement. The measurement step in the second scheme is the same as the first measurement step. However, each orientation's measurement at a particular reference point is only carried out for 1.5 minutes. In the first measurement scheme, there are seven fingerprint data from each orientation at each reference point. Five of these data are used as databases, and 2 data are used as validation data.

3.3.2. Databases

There are two types of databases and data validation used. The first type uses the average RSSI value of various orientations at each reference point. The second type uses all the measured fingerprint data and has one additional variable, namely orientation. For example, each reference point has 20 fingerprint data in the database. For each type of database, there are four databases used. The first database only used fingerprint data from the red-colored reference point shown in Fig. 8, then named Database_2m for the first type of database and DatabaseComplete_2m for the second type of database. The second database uses the red and black-point fingerprint data and is named Database_1m for the first type of database and DatabaseComplete_1m for the second type of database. The third database is the first database engineered with the Neville method's interpolation technique so that all black points become the interpolated fingerprint data. The interpolation scheme with the Neville method can be seen in Fig. 15. This database will be named Database_IntNe for the first type of database and DatabaseComplete_IntNe for the second type of database. The fourth database is the first database engineered by using Bilinear interpolation. The Bilinear interpolation scheme is shown in Fig. 16.
In Fig. 16, the black dots are only interpolated inside one square while the green dots are interpolated inside two squares so that the result is the average of the interpolated results of the two squares. This database will be named Database_IntBi for the first type of database and DatabaseComplete_IntBi for the second type of database.

There are two types of validation data used, the first type of validation data is called DataValidation, and the second type is called DataValidationComplete. The sharing of these two types of validation data is similarly done as in the database.

3.3.2. Positioning Scenarios

We apply three scenarios in our proposed method: Scenario 1 uses the first type of database and the first type of validation data. Scenario 2 uses the first type of database and the second type of validation data. Finally, Scenario 3 uses the second type of database and the second type of validation data. The performance of the pattern matching algorithm that will be studied is the maximum accuracy, precision, and error. Accuracy is the mean error of the predicted results and the actual position [24] [32].

$$\text{Accuracy} = \frac{1}{j} \sum_{i=1}^{j} \text{Error}_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Precision is the amount of data that has an error less than or equal to the desired error divided by the total number of data [16].

$$\text{Precision} = \frac{1}{j} \sum_{i=1}^{j} 1(\text{Error}_i \leq \text{Accuracy}_d)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The maximum error is the difference between the predicted results and the actual position with the greatest value from each scenario.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We presented the results as the measurement scheme and positioning scenarios. The three performance metrics, accuracy, precision, and maximum error, are analyzed and compared between the minimum Euclidean distance (MED) as the classical pattern matching algorithm and the proposed method using the Random Forest.

A. Scenario 1, the first measurement scheme

As depicted in Fig. 17, by using the interpolation technique on Database_2m, it makes the MED algorithm’s performance increase in maximum accuracy by 32%, increasing maximum precision by 12%, and maximum error does not change. For the random forest algorithm, the maximum accuracy increased by 24.9%, the maximum precision increased by 20%, and the maximum error decreased by a maximum of 18.2%. The Random Forest gives slightly better performance in terms of increase the system’s precision and decrease the maximum error.

We compared the interpolated database and Database_1m (the actual database on the grid of 1m), which yields the differences in accuracy is up to 0.6 meters, the difference in precision can be up to 28%, maximum error difference can be up to 2.24 meters. As the accuracy and precision are still acceptable by observing the discrepancy, the handling of maximum error is poor. We observed that some RSSI outliers are included in the interpolation process.

If the two pattern matching algorithms are compared to their performance when using the same database, the most significant difference in accuracy reaches 0.22 meters, the biggest difference in precision reaches 14%, and the maximum error difference reaches 0.86 meters, where the performance of the Euclidean distance algorithm is better than the random forest algorithm in this case. However, the overall performance metric increasing of the Random
Forest is slightly better than MED in precision and terms of maximum error reduction.

**B. Scenario 2, the first measurement scheme**

In this scenario, we utilized the interpolation technique on Database_2m, resulting in increased performance on the MED of its maximum accuracy by 12%, precision by a maximum of 8%, and the maximum error has decreased 12.5%. For the random forest algorithm, accuracy increased by a maximum of 8.7%, precision increased by a maximum of 8%, and maximum error decreased by 9.8%.

![Figure 18. The pattern matching algorithm performance in Scenario 2](image)

The difference in accuracy between the pattern matching algorithm that uses the interpolated database and Database_1m can reach 0.19 meters, the difference in precision can reach 5%, where the performance of the pattern matching algorithm and the maximum error difference can reach 0.86 meters.

If the two pattern matching algorithms' performance is compared when using the same database, the most significant difference in accuracy is 0.25 meters, and the difference in precision reaches 21%. The results show that the minimum Euclidean distance algorithm still performs better. On the other hand, the maximum error difference can reach 0.43 meters, where the random forest algorithm has better performance to reduce the estimated error location.

**C. Scenario 3, the first measurement scheme**

Using the interpolation technique on Database_2m makes the MED performance increasing accuracy by 7.1%, precision decreases by 1%, and maximum error decreases by 12.5%. For the random forest algorithm, the accuracy increased by 3.8%, and the precision increased by 1%, and the maximum error increased by 3.12%.

![Figure 19. The pattern matching algorithm performance in Scenario 3](image)

The difference in accuracy between the interpolated database and Database_1m reaches 1 meter, the difference in precision reaches 42%, and the maximum error difference is 0.78 meters.

Suppose the performance of the two pattern matching algorithms is compared when using the same database. In that case, the accuracy can reach 0.5 meters, and the difference in precision can reach 10%, where the MED performance has better performance than the Random Forest. In comparison, the maximum error difference between the two algorithms can reach 1.18 meters, where the Random Forest algorithm performs better than MED. In this scenario, in terms of estimated error reduction, the Random Forest performed ahead of MED.

**D. Scenario 3, the second measurement scheme**

Using the interpolation technique on the Complete Database_2m when using the minimum Euclidean distance algorithm increases the accuracy by 13.2%, increases the precision by 3%, and does not affect the maximum error. When using the random forest algorithm, accuracy increased by 8.7%; precision increased by 3%, and the maximum error decreased by 4%.

The difference in accuracy between the Complete Database_1m and the interpolated database is 0.94 meters, the difference in precision reaches 34%, and the maximum error difference reaches 4 meters as shown in Fig. 20.

![Figure 20. Comparison of the performance of the pattern matching algorithm from the two measurement schemes using scenario 3](image)
When the two algorithms' performance is compared when using the same database, the accuracy reaches 0.5 meters, the difference in precision reaches 11%, where the MED performance is better than random forest. The maximum error difference reaches 1.03 meters, where the random forest algorithm's performance is better than the MED.

The change in the performance of the pattern matching algorithm when using the interpolation technique in DatabaseComplete_2m for the two measurement schemes is as follows, in the first scheme, the increase in accuracy reaches 7.1%, while in the second scheme, the increase in accuracy reaches 13.2%. The precision increases to 1% in the first scheme, while in the second scheme, it reaches 3%. There is an increase of 3.12% in the first scheme for the maximum error, while in the second scheme.

The similarity between the two is that the increase in performance cannot match the pattern matching algorithm's performance when using DatabaseComplete_1m or a database of measurement results at each reference point. The reason is that the results of interpolation at the reference points denoted by black dots are different from the actual measurement results at that point, as shown in Fig. 21 and 22. This similarity could result from the inconsistency of RSSI values received by the STAs as the effects the room geometry, interference objects within the measurement campaign area. Thus, the interpolation techniques give a poor accuracy in recreating the RSSI values in the several grid positions. These reasons yield a high error prediction.

The change in the performance of the pattern matching algorithm when using the interpolation technique in DatabaseComplete_2m for the two measurement schemes is as follows, in the first scheme, the increase in accuracy reaches 7.1%, while in the second scheme, the increase in accuracy reaches 13.2%. The precision increases to 1% in the first scheme, while in the second scheme, it reaches 3%. There is an increase of 3.12% in the first scheme for the maximum error, while in the second scheme.

The similarity between the two is that the increase in performance cannot match the pattern matching algorithm's performance when using DatabaseComplete_1m or a database of measurement results at each reference point. The reason is that the results of interpolation at the reference points denoted by black dots are different from the actual measurement results at that point, as shown in Fig. 21 and 22. This similarity could result from the inconsistency of RSSI values received by the STAs as the effects the room geometry, interference objects within the measurement campaign area. Thus, the interpolation techniques give a poor accuracy in recreating the RSSI values in the several grid positions. These reasons yield a high error prediction.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper discusses how we propose the method to reduce the effort in constructing a database by interpolation. We also give a new perspective on the indoor positioning system in an unideal environment. We can see the environment is not favourable and wanted to see how far our proposal is still valid. We also applied the machine learning-based pattern matching algorithm, the Random Forest, to observe whether it can reduce the estimated error.

To validate our proposal, we conduct a measurement campaign, testing the devices to ensure the RSSI data's validity. We divided our findings into several scenarios to know the best scenario for applying both the interpolation technique and the correct pattern matching algorithm. From several scenarios performed, the difference in accuracy between the two algorithms reaches 0.5 meters, and the difference in precision reaches 20%, where the minimum performance of the Euclidean distance is better in most cases. The use of interpolation techniques can improve the pattern matching algorithm's performance by 3% to 30%. The difference in the performance of the pattern matching algorithm that uses an interpolated database of results with Database_1m for accuracy can reach 1 meter, for precision, it can reach 42%, and for the maximum error, it can reach 2.24 meters.

When using various measurement schemes, the pattern matching algorithm's performance improvement using the interpolated database results cannot approach the pattern matching algorithm's performance when using the database from measurement at each reference point. The reason is that the RSSI value of the measurement results and the interpolation results are somehow different as we found that the RSSI values are not linear by their distance due to propagating environment. The performance of MED is still superior in terms of accuracy and precision, at least in our proposal. However, in terms of reducing the maximum error, the random forest performed better in all scenarios.

As the answer to the open question regarding the RSSI values used as the parameter for positioning, we have planned to employ a ray-tracing method for future works to
validate the RSSI values from measurements. We are also investigating the optimization algorithm to remove the RSSI data outlier from the measurement campaign to increase our indoor positioning system’s performance.
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**APPENDIX**

The Neville interpolation general equation:

\[ N_v[x_i, x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_{i+b}] = \frac{(x-x_{i+b}) N_v[x_i, x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_{i+b-1}] + (x-x) N_v[x_{i+1}, x_{i+2}, \ldots, x_{i+b}]}{x - x_{i+b}} \]

Table II shows the detail Neville settlement method.

**TABLE II. THE NEVILLE METHOD SETTLEMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( b )</th>
<th>( b = 0 )</th>
<th>( b = 1 )</th>
<th>( b = 2 )</th>
<th>( b = 3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x_0 )</td>
<td>( N_v_0[x_0] = y_0 )</td>
<td>( N_v_1[x_0, x_1] )</td>
<td>( N_v_2[x_0, x_1, x_2] )</td>
<td>( N_v_3[x_0, x_1, x_2, x_3] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_1 )</td>
<td>( N_v_0[x_1] )</td>
<td>( y_1 )</td>
<td>( N_v_1[x_1, x_2] )</td>
<td>( N_v_2[x_1, x_2, x_3] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_2 )</td>
<td>( N_v_0[x_2] )</td>
<td>( y_2 )</td>
<td>( y_2 )</td>
<td>( y_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_3 )</td>
<td>( N_v_0[x_3] )</td>
<td>( y_3 )</td>
<td>( y_3 )</td>
<td>( y_3 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parts of the unideal environment for the measurement campaign can be seen in Fig. 23-25 and show many IOs and the non-geometry structure of the buildings. From Fig. 23, we can see that the only part of APs in an indoor environment are AP 1 and AP2. While the other APs are located outdoor (without the roof). Graphical results on how the MED and random forest yield the prediction position can be depicted in Fig. 25 and 26.
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